ABSTRACT
Introduction
high-throughput experiments of biological systems are rapidly accumulating a wealth of 'omics'-scale data (16) . the 'omics' suffix refers to different biology disciplines, for instance, genomics, proteomics, or interactomics (25) . in 'omics'-scale data, genomics data from microarray is one of the most widely accessible measurements to analyze the pathways of metabolism (5, 27, 34, 36) , genetic information processing (15, 17, 19, 44) , and environmental information processing (2, 6, 39) . in addition, microarray analysis is also frequently used for applications such as cancer detection (11, 21, 33) , identification of gene expression biomarker (3, 9) or detection of drug targets (20, 24, 43) . With its rapid accumulation as one type of 'omics' data, Microarray data have been organized and made available as public databases (23) , such as oncomine, Gene expression omnibus, Array-express, and GeneSapiens (7, 12, 14, 22, 26, 28, 38) . The identification of differentially expressed genes (DeGs) between two sets of conditions is one of the major approaches in the analysis of microarray data (22) . therefore, it is urgent to develop powerful algorithms to mine the information and knowledge from these raw data, by identifying DeGs.
Several traditional algorithms, for example, Fold-change (22) , T-test (18) and Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) (41) , have been widely utilized for analysis microarray data. Because the threshold value for DeGs determination is rigid, Fold-change was gradually replaced by t-test and SAM. Because the estimated variance for one gene is small, by chance, the t-value can be large even when the corresponding fold change is small (10) , which is why the t-test has a high false positive rate. And because SAM only adds a small positive constant to the denominator of the equation of t-test (41) , SAM reduces the false positive rate just a little.
To improve the accuracy of DEGs identification, some novel algorithms were proposed recently. Rank Product is a technique for identifying DeGs that is based on calculating rank products from replicate experiments (8) . Outlier Robust t-statistics is intuitively motivated from t-statistics to detect DEGs (42) . Outlier Sums is defined using robust location and scale estimates of the gene expression values to detect cancer gene outlier expressions (40) . Ranking Analysis is a method based on marginal distribution statistics to select DeGs from a given microarray data set (35) . these algorithms not only are modifications of traditional ones, i.e. Rank Product resulting from Fold-change and outlier Robust from t-test, but also belong to the statistic-based algorithms, which share the same however, although the differential expression under two sets of conditions appears to result from the difference between two series of numbers, we speculate that the difference between two input modes is the underlying essence of the differential expression. here, we use several approaches to test our speculation. Motivated by the power of artificial neural networks used in the difference detection of two input modes, especially, the self-organization map (SoM) clustering method applied in face recognitions (1, 29, 31, 32, 37) , we propose a novel non-statistical algorithm named Spring (SPG) to identify DeGs under two different experiment conditions, based on the SoM clustering method.
SPRING: A METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES IN MICROARRAY DATA

Materials and Methods
Input matrix construction for SOM Generally, a genomic expression profile includes a treatment condition matrix T n×mt and a control condition matrix C n×mc as shown in Fig. 1a . the number of samples of T and C, i.e. the column number, is mostly different. to construct the input matrix based on T and C, we delete the surplus parts of T or C. Without loss of generality, we suppose mt > mc as an example shown in Fig. 1b . in detail, we choose s i , an mc-dimensional subset of t i , and make sure the Euclidean distance between s i and c i is the least of all mc-dimensional subsets of t i , where t i and c i are the i-th row of T and C, respectively. let S = [s 1 s 2 … s n ] T as the surplus matrix deleted version of T. then, we sort S and C. now we could put C under S as shown in Fig. 1c .
in order to yield better analysis results, we expect to reduce the noise of non-DeGs and highlight the difference between the DeGs and the non-DeGs so that the boundary of the nonDeGs and the DeGs is more clear. let d ij = s ij -c ij , Fig. 1d . Specifically, we divide matrix T' and C into some small units, each of which is a submatrix of T' or C, and every unit takes U genes expression data as shown in Fig. 1e . We make the corresponding units from T' and C to be a pair as shown in Fig. 1f . In the next section, we will take each pair of units of submatrices from T' and C as an input matrix M for SoM. Fig. 1 . Input matrix construction for SOM. A genomic expression profile includes a treatment condition matrix T and a control condition matrix C (a). Transform the genomic expression profile by putting C under T before T is trimmed of the surplus columns (b). trim the surplus columns of T in order to make the trimmed T have the same column quantity as C, and denote the trimmed T as S (c). For decreasing noises of non-DeGs and increasing differences of DeGs, calculate T' from S (d). Divide matrix T' and C into some small units, each of which is a sub-matrix of T' or C takes U genes expression data (e). Make corresponding units from T' and C be a pair (f). Improved SOM of SPG Kohonen SoM (see the Online Supplementary Appendix, www.diagnosisnet.com) is a sheet-like artificial neural network consisting of the cells specifically tuned to various input signal patterns or classes of patterns through an unsupervised learning process. The proposed SPG uses a linear-structured Kohonen SoM shown in Fig. 2 . We denote the output layer as L, which has 2*mc cells. Generally, there are two learning phases of the proposed linear Kohonen SoM, which are order learning and strength learning. We also use this mode and let the rates of the two learning phases be 0.9 and 0.02, respectively. in addition, we set the step length of the order learning phase as 1000, and the neighborhood distance of the strength learning phase as 1. When our SoM is constructed, we put M into it. the fewer rows an input matrix includes, the less learning time Kohonen SOM takes. It means the iteration upper bound I is decided by the size of input matrix M. Particularly, in SPG I is decided by the number U of genes in each unit. After the learning process, the cells in the output layer are selected automatically, each of which represents a row of M; in other words, it ether represents a gene expression entry from T', or represents a gene expression entry of from C.
A Mass Spring Model is used in hydromechanics to make cells drift. in the Kohonen SoM method, the distances between cells are identical. let the cells and distances be the masses and the springs in the Mass Spring Model. We initialize the spring length as 1. The elastic coefficient of spring between cell i and cell j is defined as
where D(.) is the euclidean distance between two cells, and D max (.) is the largest euclidean distance of all cells (Fig. 3b) . let cells drift, then the distances between cells vary to adapt to the spring elastic coefficient (Fig. 3c) . thereby, in our improved SoM, the distances between cells are not always identical.
Minimum Spanning tree (MSt) clustering (see the Online Supplementary Appendix, www.diagnosisnet.com) is used for clustering the cells of the output layer according to their final equilibrium states. The drifted structure L is considered as an MSt. then the MSt will become a forest as it will split up into several sub-MSts. As stated above, an ultimate sub-MST has the minimal sum of weights in its kind of sub-MSTs, which has either the same number of nodes or only one node. the cells in an ultimate sub-MSt are regarded as a cluster in Fig. 3d . (Fig. 3) . circles and waves also represent masses and springs in the Mass Spring Model; each initial spring length is one, and k is the elastic coefficient of spring between cell i and cell j (Fig. 6b,c,d ). Dashed ellipses represent clusters of cells in drifted SoM by using MSt clustering (Fig. 6d) .
in order to stabilize the result of our SoM, we use a fuzzy clustering matrix to generate an integration of results in many repeats as shown in Table 1 . in this way, we repeat the process E times form inputting M into our SoM to MSt clustering. We define the cluster number at the i-th time point as MC i . then we calculate the mean cluster numbers (denoted as MC) at all E time points, and go back to make the MC i equal MC every time, based on the relationships among the MSts. if MC i < MC, then we merge the last divided MST to make two sub-MSTs into one, until MC i = MC. if MC i > MC, then we delete the largest edge in the graph to make an MST divide into two subones, until MC i = MC. We use clusters in the first iteration to initialize a fuzzy clustering matrix F and then, update F repeatedly with the successive clusters. Based on the elements of F, we change F into a 0-1 form by making the position with the largest number in each column equal 1, and making others equal 0. if the elements representing sub-matrix T' and C of the same gene are both 1, the gene is differentially expressed; otherwise the gene is not differentially expressed.
We used the Matlab developer platform to develop the SPG software, which is available at yuantmail@gmail.com.
Results and Discussion
Simulation
To determine the best model parameters, at first, we simulated the expression of 5000 genes under two sets of conditions, T (treatment) and C (control), with K = K' = 3 replicates based on the following model:
where C gk and T gk' are the logged expression levels of gene g in replicate k and k' under conditions C and T, respectively; α is the mean of the expression levels under condition C; β is the differentially expressed factor, which decides whether the gene is a DeG or not; ε is the error between replicates within a study. in order to simulate the expression levels in the following experimental studies, we let α: Unif (3.5,15) . We randomly selected 10 % true DeGs with β: Unif(-3.5,+3.5); then let ε: N(0,0.05). the simulation data is shown in Table 2 . Fig. 4 . Reasonable number E of repetitions for stabilizing the result in the use of fuzzy clustering matrix. Distribution of cluster numbers of DeGs with 100 repeats (a). comparison among the means of cluster numbers of DeGs with 10 repeats individually in 10 times and the mean with 100 repeats (b): mean of cluster numbers with 10 repeats (crosses); mean of cluster numbers with 100 repeats (line). Since the largest number of DeGs in one unit is 5, we selected 6 units with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 DeGs to repeat 100 times to get true cluster numbers (Fig. 4a) . then we found the cluster numbers are steady and equal to true cluster numbers when repeat times E = 10 (Fig. 4b) .
TABLE 1 Process of generating integration of results in many repeats
Process:
1. initialize fuzzy clustering matrix . if cell j is in the cluster CR i1 (CR ik is the i-th cluster at the k-th time point) of the 1-st time point, F ij = 1, else F ij = 0. 2. For each time point from the 2-nd to the E-th, firstly, find Lp such that F Lp = max∂(F Lpj , CR pk ), where:
. Secondly, update F. if i = L p and cell j ∈ CR pk , let F ij = F ij (k -1)/k, else let F ij = F ij +1/k . 3. After update F in E-1 times, if F ij is the max value in the j-th column of F, let F ij = 1, else F ij = 0.
if both F ij = 1 and F ij +U = 1, gene j is differentially expressed, else gene j is not differentially expressed. In order to find the reasonable number E of repetitions in stabilizing the result of our SoM by fuzzy clustering matrix as stated above, we make an iteration of SOM I = 100 and unit U = 10. Since the largest number of DeGs in a unit is 5, we select 6 units with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 DeGs to repeat 100 times to get true cluster numbers (Fig. 4a) . then, the cluster numbers are steady and equal to true cluster numbers when the repeat times E = 10 (Fig. 4b) .
TABLE 3 The comparison of SPG with T-test and SAM in terms of sensitivity and specificity
N = 2 (T/F) N = 3 (T/F) N = 4 (T/F) N = 5 (T/F)
next, we use this simulated dataset to compare the sensitivity and specificity of SPG with those of T-test and SAM. We make an iteration of SOM I = 100, unit U = 10, and repeat times E = 10 again based on the above experimental results. let the noise constant N = 2, 3, 4, 5 be the conditions of SPG, and let the corresponding top DEGs numbers be the conditions of t-test and SAM. the result is shown in Table 3 .
Homo sapiens dataset
This dataset was first presented by Avondo et al. (4) as the controlled experiment for analysis of global gene expression in fibroblasts from Diamond-Blackfan Anaemia (DBA) patients compared to healthy controls. This work was the first to evaluate the involvement of non-haematopoietic tissues in DBA. The study compared the gene expression profiles of dermal fibroblasts isolated from four DBA patients carrying mutations in RPS19 to those obtained from six healthy individuals with Affymetrix Gene chip human Genome U133A 2.0 Arrays. in the study of Avondo et al. (4), gene expression data with values more than 100 were used for data analysis. A list of 490 statistically significantly differentially expressed probes was generated, among which 215 probes were found to be up-regulated and 275 probes down-regulated in DBA patients. Analysis of the molecular function of the annotated genes revealed enrichment of gene clusters with roles in protein synthesis (44 DeGs), cell death (90 DeGs), cellular development (60 DeGs), and lipid metabolism (9 DeGs). in our study, we identified 1195 DEGs by using the proposed SPG method. In addition, we analyzed these identified DEGs by using the GoMiner (45) . the results showed that the DeGs sharing common clusters usually belong to the same categories of molecular and cellular functions ( Table 4) .
Generally, among all genes, DeGs are approximately 10 percent between condition T and C. We identified the same GSK3B, ABL1, TNFRSF10B, NLRP1, YWHAZ, NUP62, NOTCH2, SOCS2, FGF2, TNFAIP3,  TRIO, ATM, FOXO3, INHBA, PSMB9, TNFAIP8, CASP6, CLCF1, TBX3, SOS1, PTEN, TCF7L2,  CDKN2C, GADD45A, DAP, ASNS, PSMA7, CFLAR, FOSL2, YARS, NFKBIA, SLIT3, NUPR1,  IFI6, BCL6, CALR, VEGFB, PRMT2, WNT5A, SLC11A2, SMAD7, IFI16, MALT1, CEBPG,  DYRK2, PAWR, DUSP6, SQSTM1, ADNP2, FXR1, PHF17, ACTC1, CDKN1B, CCL2, FEM1B,  SON, ANGPTL4, EIF5A, STAT1, VEGFA, EEF1E1, UNC5B, SPHK1, ARHGEF2, YWHAE,  MAP1S, CLUSATB1, HMGB2, IL6, TPD52L1, RPS3, DSP, AMIGO2, SERPINE1, IGFBP3, CDK1,  NES, IL6ST, HMOX1, AVEN, DNAJB6, LYST, F3, PDCD4, ITGB3BP, TAP1, RPL14, RPL31, RPL34, EPRS, QARS, FAM129A, EIF3H, EEF1B2, AIMP2, EIF2S3, RPS16, RPL15,  MARS, RPS3, IGFBP5, RPL37A, WARS, EIF1, EEF1E1, CALR, EIF4EBP1, RPL5, SAMD4A,  HRSP12, SARS, RPL22, EIF3C, IARS, GARS, EIF5, EIF5A, RRBP1, PABPC4, YARS, IL6, EIF2S2,  RPS5, RPL10A, RPL27A, (4) found only 4.6 % DeGs, which is considerably lower than 10 %. As demonstrated in simulation, it is notable that more and more accurate DEGs are identified by using SPG.
Summary of SPG
Basically, the SPG algorithm uses SOM to make a gene expression cluster as shown in Fig. 5 . if the expressions at condition T and condition C are in the same cluster, the gene is not differentially expressed, else it is differentially expressed.
However, it is difficult to use SOM for this aim. Because the number of samples of T and C is mostly different, an unprocessed gene expression matrix is unsuitable as an input matrix for Kohonen SoM. And Kohonen SoM has its own drawbacks, such as being too sensitive to the input matrix and making a lot of iterations with a big input matrix. To solve these problems, first, we delete the surplus matrix between T and C. DeGs are a small part of all genes, so we eliminate noise to increase the similarity between condition T and condition C of non-DeGs and to widen the gap between condition T and condition C of DeGs. Moreover, we divide the gene expression matrix into some smaller units and use each pair of units of processed T and C as an input matrix for our SOM. This, therefore, makes our SOM more efficient, because the less cells a pair of units takes, the less iterations our SOM makes. As shown in simulation, it is apposite that U = 10, I = 100.
The other major drawbacks of Kohonen SOM are the difficulty for users to determine the boundary of clusters, the difficulty for non-expert users to interpret the information contained in a trained SoM (28) and the fact that the clusters obtained from SoM are unstable. An original idea of clustering is to get a big space with all the vectors like the candidate ones (Fig. 6a) which are to be clustered, make sure that the vectors near in space have a smaller euclidean distance and the vectors that are far apart have a larger euclidean distance (Fig. 6b) . then candidate vectors are positioned into the space according to their locations. Looking from above, the clusters of vectors would appear as shown in Fig. 6c . in reality, however, this is not the case. And therefore, based on the idea, SOM makes a compromise and uses an adequate space (the weights between cells in the input layer and the output layer) for clustering (Fig. 6d) . this means that the boundary of clusters is determined differently, e.g. two clusters in Fig. 6d could be defined as two parts separated by the blue line, but they could also form one cluster, because all nodes connect to each other.
here we apply the Mass Spring Model in hydromechanics to drift the cells of our SOM to make the boundary of clusters distinct. then we utilize Minimum Spanning tree (MSt) clustering to get clusters from the results of our SoM. the fuzzy clustering matrix was used to stabilize the results of SoM clustering (13, 30) . We improved the fuzzy clustering matrix to make the results of our SOM clustering stable and efficient. In simulation, when E = 10, the mean of cluster numbers is equal to the mean of the cluster numbers with 100 repeats. it means that the results of SoM clustering are stable. Let us compare SPG with T-test and SAM in terms of sensitivity and specificity in simulation. If DEGs < 10 % of the total genes, the sensitivity of SPG is greater than or equal to that of T-test or SAM, and the specificity of SPG is 100 %, which is the highest of the three. in the Homo sapiens dataset, SPG identified more DEGs than SAM (4) . To check the accuracy of our DeGs, we used GoMiner to analyze data in four biological processes. In Protein synthesis, SAM and SPG get 44 and 42 DEGs; in cell death, SAM and SPG get 90 and 89 DEGs; in cellular development, SAM and SPG get 60 and 96 DEGs; in lipid metabolism, SAM and SPG get 9 and 31 DEGs. SPG is overall superior to SAM. But SPG also has a weakness, which is its slightly lower computational efficiency.
Meta-analysis improvement of SPG SPG offers a natural way to overcome the heterogeneity among multiple datasets and, therefore, it can be extended to meta-analysis which is only needed to improve the step of construction of the input matrix for SoM, e.g. to generate T' 1 , T' 2 , …, T' and C 1 , C 2 , …, C m of m different datasets individually; then, sort t 1 s and cs, and arrange them as: . then the matrix is used for dividing into small units and for the other steps of SPG.
Conclusions
in this paper, based on a new idea that DeGs as the difference between two input modals of gene expressions matrixes under two experimental conditions, we propose a novel non-statistical algorithm, SPG. To tackle the challenges, we construct an input matrix for SoM, and then use the Mass Spring Model, minimum spanning tree clustering and fuzzy clustering matrix to improve the SOM of SPG. As shown in the results, SPG not only gives higher sensitivity and specificity in the simulation dataset, as compared with t-test and SAM, but also gives more accurate DeGs in Homo sapiens Datasets. Finally, we propose a meta-analysis improvement for SPG as a future study.
